Learning about your
personalized residual risk and
regional genetic ancestry
with Carrier Screening
What is residual risk?
Negative results can be a relief; however, there remains a
chance that you are a carrier for certain conditions even after
a negative result due to the possibility of residual risk. Your
personalized residual risk of being a carrier is based on your
regional genetic ancestry, as some genetic conditions occur
more frequently in certain ethnic groups.
To provide you with the most accurate personalized residual
risk possible, Sema4 analyzes your regional genetic ancestry
and uses that to calculate your unique risk as part of your
carrier screening. This information can be found in your
full report.

What is my regional genetic ancestry,
and why is it important to my health?
Your regional genetic ancestry can affect your risk of
developing or being a carrier of certain genetic conditions.
It is based on your DNA, which is unique to you, a product of
your ancestors’ DNA mixing over many years.
Your ancestry estimates are calculated by looking at
sections of DNA from your genome and comparing those
pieces to DNA from known genetic populations. When your
DNA aligns closely to identified DNA from a specific region,
we can confirm your regional genetic ancestry.
A custom report, sent via the Sema4 Patient Portal, will show
you the origins of your regional genetic ancestry from across
26 world populations. This information is included as part
of your screening and is available only to you upon your
consent. It will not be shared with your provider.

Accessing the Sema4 Patient Portal
You will receive an email from Sema4 with a link to our Patient
Portal once your sample is received. If you are not an existing
customer, you must first create a new account to access your
information. Upon log in, you will be prompted to learn about
your carrier screening results through educational content
and videos. You will be able to view your ancestry report once
your clinical report is released and viewed.
Remember, your healthcare provider does not have access to
your ancestry information, so please direct any questions to
Sema4 at support@sema4.com for assistance with creating
accounts, receiving your Patient Portal invite, or accessing
your ancestry report.
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Your regional genetic ancestry report will be available to you privately
within our Sema4 Patient Portal.
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A world map, with highlighted regions matching your ancestry will be provided.
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You will also be given a brief overview of the regions that match your ancestry.
Included will be geographical, historical, cultural, and population-based
highlights for those specific regions.
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